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After the success of the Mid Summer Night Drinks with the Alumni Association of CityU School 
of Law, the School of Law and the Alumni Association united to organize a CV clinic and mock 
interview weekend, in order to prepare LLB juniors and seniors, JD final years, and PCLL 
students for their crucial steps in the job-hunting process. 55 students attended the event, 
receiving guidance from the profession, alumni and the friends of the School included.  
 
The students who were registered for mock interview sessions were divided into 6 groups, each 
interviewed by Mr Mike Siu & Ms Vivien Chan, Mr Mitchell Stocks, Mr David Tully, Ms Kerrie 
Bowlen, Mr Dominic Wai, and Mr Joseph Vaughan. They also had their CVs reviewed by alumni 
CV reviewers (many thanks to the reviewers Mr Daniel Shum, Ms Edith Ma, Ms Winnie Wai, Mr 
Christopher Lee, Mr Henry Leung, and Mr Keith Tam) with other CV clinic attendees.  

 
In the CityU classrooms, the students were 
interviewed in an environment resembling what 
they might encounter in their trainee solicitor and 
barrister pupilage interviews. They were also able to 
watch how their fellows behave under such 
pressure. The interviewers gave feedback and 
suggestions right after each mock interview, giving 
students a fresh prospective about how real 
business operates. 
 

  ( Mr David Tully interviewed a student ) 
 
A closing reception followed the full afternoon’s workshop. The organizer, the Student Affairs 
Chair of the Alumni Association Mr Kay Chan thanked the trainers, participants, and the student 
helpers. Dean Professor Geraint Howells also extended his thanks to the Alumni Association for 
its contribution to prepare the students for the future and make the School so lively. Professor 



 

 

Howells also suggested the students to personalise their CVs and try their best to convince the 
firms during the interviews. One of the interviewers, Ms Kerrie Bowlen, Head of Learning and 
Development at Mayer Brown JSM, commented that job interviews were two-way straits so 
that the applicants had to study the firms as well as show their unique selling points. In the end, 
the Chairlady of the Alumni Association Ms Bonita Chan shared her career experiences and 
encouraged the students to study hard.  
 
The responses from the students were very positive. For most, the CV Clinic and Mock 
Interview Weekend helped to lay a solid foundation for their career take-offs. 
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